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Abstract
F-nomial coefficients encompass among others well-known binomial coeffi-
cients or Gaussian coefficients that count subsets of finite set and subspaces
of finite vector space respectively. Here, the so called F-cobweb tiling se-
quences N(α) are considered. For such specific sequences a new interpre-
tation with respect to Kwas´niewski general combinatorial interpretation of
F -nomial coefficients is unearhed.
Namely, for tiling sequences F = N(α) the F -nomial coefficients are
equal to the number of labeled special bipartite multigraphs denoted here
as α-multigraphs G(α, n, k).
An explicit relation between the number of k-colored α-multigraphs and
multi N(α) -nomial coefficients is established. We also prove that the un-
signed values of the first row of inversion matrix forN(α) -nomial coefficients
considered here are equal to the numbers of directed acyclic α-multigraphs
with n nodes.
AMS Classification Numbers: 05A19 , 11B39, 15A09.
Keywords: bigraphs, k-colored graphs, DAG, multigraphs, f-nomial coeffi-
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1 Introduction
The notation from [7, 8] is being here taken for granted.
Comment 1
For the mnemonic efficiency of Kwas´niewski up-side-down notation see Ap-
pendix in [10] and references therein and consult recent [11], [13]. With
this Kwas´niewski ”upside down notation” inspired by Gauss and applying
reasonings almost just repeated with ”kF ” numbers replacing k - natural
numbers one gets in the spirit of Knuth [6] clean results also in this report.
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And more ad ”upside down notation”: concerning Gauss and Knuth - see
remarks in [6] also on Gaussian binomial coefficients.
Definition 1 ([7, 8]) Let any F -cobweb admissible sequence then F -nomial
coefficients are defined as follows
(
n
k
)
F
=
nF !
kF !(n− k)F !
=
nF · (n− 1)F · ... · (n− k + 1)F
1F · 2F · ... · kF
=
n
k
F
kF !
while n, k ∈ N and 0F ! = n
0
F = 1.
Notation 1 Let us denote by Tλ a family of natural numbers’ valued se-
quences F ≡ {nF}n≥0 constituted by n-th coefficients of the generating func-
tion F (x) expansion i.e. nF = [x
n]F (x) (in Wilf ’s notation [19]), where
F (x) = 1F ·
x
(1− αx)(1 − βx)
(1)
for 1F ∈ N and α, β ∈ R.
It was shown in [3] that any F ∈ Tλ is cobweb-tiling sequence.
Notation 2 N(α) = F = {nF}n≥0 ∈ Tλ means that α = β and 1F = 1.
N(α) is a cobweb tiling sequence, of course.
Let us recall some of the sequence F ≡ {nF }n≥0 = N(α) properties
following [3]. Let at first n > 1 and 1F ∈ N be given, then
nF = 1F · n · α
n−1 (2)
Then the following recurrence relation for any m,k ∈ N takes place
nF = (k +m)F = α
mkF + α
kmF
Hence the corresponding F -nomial coefficients do satisfy
(
n
k
)
F
= αm
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
F
+ αk
(
n− 1
k
)
F
while
(
n
n
)
F
=
(
n
0
)
F
= 1.
2 Combinatorial interpretation of N(α) tiling se-
quences N(α)-nomials
2.1 F -cobweb admissible sequence
At first, let us refer to the base joint Kwas´niewski combinatorial interpre-
tation of F -nomial coefficients of all at once cobweb-admissible sequences.
Then we recall some special properties of the sequence N(α) following [3, 4].
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Fact 1 For F -cobweb admissible sequences F -nomial coefficient
(
n
k
)
F
is the
number of max-disjoint equipotent copies σPn−k of the layer 〈Φk+1→Φn〉.
([7, 8] and references therein)
Specifically important: F -cobweb tiling sequences’ F -nomial coeffi-
cients are the numbers of max-disjoint equipotent copies σPn−k - the layer
〈Φk+1→Φn〉 is tiled with.
Because of that we consider only just these sequences N(α) ∈ Tλ, in what
follows.
Recall. The sequences F = N(α) ∈ Tλ have several combinatorial inter-
pretations. For example, if a = 2 then nF equals the number of edges of an
n-dimensional hypercube and the number of 132-avoiding permutations of
[n+ 2] containing exactly one 123 pattern (sequence A001787 [17])
Examples of the sequences N(α) = {nN(α)}n≥0
1. N(1) = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ...
2. N(2) = 0, 1, 4, 12, 32, 80, 192, 448, 1024, 2304, 5120, ...
3. N(3) = 0, 1, 6, 27, 108, 405, 1458, 5103, 17496, 59049, 196830, ...
4. N(4) = 0, 1, 8, 48, 256, 1280, 6144, 28672, 131072, 589824, 2621440, ...
Observe. F = N(α). Let α ∈ N be given, then nF = n ·α
n−1 i.e. it is equal
to the number of sequences (s1, s2, ..., sn) such that one of terms is equal to
zero i.e. ∃!k : (1 ≤ k ≤ n ∧ sk = 0), and the rest of them sj ∈ [α].
2.2 Counting bipartite and K-colored α-multigraphs
Recall. Labeled bipartite α-multigraph G(α, n, k) is a bipartite graph with
n vertices (k of them is in one two disjoint vertices’ sets) with multiedges,
such that any two vertices might be connected by at most (α−1) edges. We
define K-colored α-multigraph in a similar way.
Note. If α = 1 then the graph G(α, n, k) = (V1 ∪ V2, E) has no edges
i.e. E = ∅. Therefore it might be considered as a k-subset of n-set i.e.
G(1, n, k) ≡ V1 ⊆ [n] ∧ |V1| = k . Then labeled K-colored 1-multigraph is
considered as a partition of set [n] into k-nonempty blocks where each of
them represents a set of vertices’ indices of G with the same color.
Observation 1 The number of labeled bipartite α-multigraphs G(α, n, k)
denoted by βα,n,k is
βα,n,k =
(
n
k
)
· αk(n−k) (3)
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Proof. Take any α ∈ N. If α = 1 then we have no edges between nodes,
therefore we need to count all k-subsets of vertices set n. If α > 1 then there
is additionally αk(n−k) possibilities to create at most (α− 1) edges between
any two vertices from disjoint sets V1 and V2 
Note, β2,n,k is equal to the number of bipartite graphs G(2, n, k) of n nodes
where k of them belong to one of disjoint vertices’ sets.
Corollary 1 Let F be a cobweb tiling sequence N(α) ∈ Tλ, such that 1F =
1. Then the F -nomial coefficient is equal to the number βa,n,k of labeled
bipartite graphs G(α, n, k)
(
n
k
)
F
= βα,n,k (4)
for n, k ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Proof. Consider the sequence F ≡ {nF }n≥0 = N(α) i.e. such that 1F = 1
and nF = n · α
n−1. We only need to show that the number of bipartite
α-multigraphs G(α, n, k) is βα,n,k (Observation 1). For that to see take any
n, k ∈ N, and just check that
(
n
k
)
F
=
nαn−1 · (n− 1)αn−2 · ... · (n− k + 1)αn−k
1 · α0 · 2α1 · ... · kαk−1
=
=
nk
k!
·
αk
2n−k−1
2
αk
k−1
2
=
(
n
k
)
· αk(n−k)
In another words,
(
n
k
)
F
=
(
n
k
)
N(α)
is equal to the number of 2-colored α-
multigraphs with n vertices, while k of them are colored by one color and
n− k by another one.
Note. Consider F = N(2). The number γn,2 (see: [5]) of all 2-colored
graphs is equal to
γn,2 =
∑
k≥0
(
n
k
)
· 2k(n−k) =
∑
k≥0
(
n
k
)
N(2)
(5)
In general, for α ∈ N the sum
∑
n≥0
(
n
k
)
N(α)
is equal to the number of all
2-colored α-multigraphs.
Comment 2 On F-binomiality and 2-colored α-multigraphs.
(Due to A. Krzysztof Kwas´niewski, see [12] and consult for notations also
references [7,8,9] therein).
In view of the final Remark in [12], the combinatorics fundamental loga-
rithmic Fib-Binomial Formula ([12], Section 4)
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φ(t)n (x+F a) ≡
[
exp{a∂F }φ
(t)
n
]
(x) =
∑
k≥0
[
n
k
]
F
φ
(t)
n−k(a)x
k
t = 0, 1; |x| < a; n ∈ Z
may be considered as F -Binomial for any natural numbers valued sequence
F with F0 = 1 (the class considered in [12] is much broader). For special
F -sequences known as F -cobweb posets admissible sequences the F -nomial
coefficients
[
n
k
]
F
=
(
n
k
)
F
(6)
for n, k ≥ 0 acquire Kwas´niewski joint combinatorial interpretation (Fact
1).
Now put in F -binomial formula above t = 0 and a = x = 1 and pay at-
tention to - that according to the definition of F -hybrid binomial coefficients
one has (6) for n, k ≥ 0. Then we get (known at least since Morgan Ward
famous Calculus of Sequences [18]) the clean - appealing in Kwas´niewski
notation formula:
(1 +F 1)
n ≡
∑
n≥0
(
n
k
)
F
(7)
In particular and rephrasing: the number γn,2 of all 2-colored graphs as
in [5] is now equal to
γn,2 =
∑
k≥0
(
n
k
)
· 2k(n−k) =
∑
k≥0
(
n
k
)
N(2)
≡ (1 +F 1)
n
Let us show up some values of {γn,2}i≥0 (sequence A047863 [17])
{γn,2}i≥0 = 1, 2, 6, 26, 162, 1442, 18306, 330626, 8488962, ...
And here is the matrix M = [mij], mij =
(
i
j
)
N(2)
of the sequence N(2),
where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 7.
M =


1
1 1
1 4 1
1 12 12 1
1 32 96 32 1
1 80 640 640 80 1
1 192 3840 10240 3840 192 1
1 448 21504 143360 143360 21504 448 1


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Due to Corollary 1 and thanks to general properties of F -cobweb admis-
sible tiling sequences we infer families of identities. For example recurrence
relation for the number βα,n,k of labeled bipartite α-multigraphs G(α, n, k)
is given ”for free” and it reads
βα,n,k =
(
n
k
)
N(α)
= αn−k ·
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
N(α)
+ αk ·
(
n− 1
k
)
N(α)
(8)
It has got combinatorial proof in cobweb posets language as it is the case
with all cobweb-tiling sequences [3].
It might be expressed also in bipartite graphs terms with the use of a
standard counting rule. We fix the last n-th vertex and separate family of
all graphs G(α, n, k) into two disjoint classes depending on that, where the
vertex is assigned.
Observation 2 Let cα(~b) be the number of labeled k-colored α-multigraphs
G(α,~b) with n vertices, where ~b = 〈b1, b2, ..., bk〉 such that b1 vertices are
colored by first color, next b2 vertices by another one and so on. Then cα(~b)
is
cα(~b) =
(
n
b1, b2, ..., bk
)
· α
1
2(n
2−b2
1
−b2
2
−...−b2
k) (9)
while n = b1 + b2 + ...+ bk.
Proof. Take any such vector ~b = 〈b1, b2, ..., bk〉. The coloring of n vertices
might be chosen on
(
n
b1,b2,...,bk
)
ways. Additionally, if α = 1 then a graph
G(α,~b) has no edges but if α > 1, then there might be created at most
(α− 1) edges on αbi·bj ways between any two vertices from disjoint vertices’
sets Vi, Vj where i 6= j. Therefore the overall number of all possibilities is
α
P
1≤i<j≤k bi·bj = αb1b2+b1b3+...+bk−1bk = α
1
2(n
2−b21−b
2
2−...−b
2
k)
Hence the thesis 
Corollary 2 Let F be a cobweb tiling sequence N(α) ∈ Tλ such that 1F = 1.
Then the multi F -nomial coefficient is equal to the number cα(~b) of labeled
bipartite α-multi graphs G(α,~b) i.e.
(
n
b1, b2, ..., bk
)
F
= cα(~b) (10)
where ~b = 〈b1, b2, ..., bk〉 and b1 + b2 + ...+ bk = n
Note. Let γα,n,k be the number of all k-colored α-multigraphs with n ver-
tices. Then
6
γα,n,k =
∑
b1+...+bk=n
b1,...,bk≥0
(
n
b1, b2, ..., bk
)
N(α)
(11)
The case of α = 2 i.e. when G(α,~b) is a k-colored graph without multiple
edges was already considered in [5].
3 Counting labeled directed acyclic α-multigraphs
(α-DAGs)
Definition 2 A directed acyclic graph with α-multiple edges i.e. any two
vertices might be connected by at most (α−1) directed edges is called acyclic
α-multi digraph (α-DAG for short).
Lemma 1 Let Aα(n) denotes the number of acyclic α-multi digraphs (α-
DAGs) with n labeled nodes. Then for n ∈ N
Aα(n) =
∑
k≥1
(−1)k+1
(
n
k
)
N(α)
· Aα(n − k) (12)
while Aα(0) = 1 and α ∈ N.
Proof. The main idea of the proof comes from [15] (see also [14, 16]) where
particular case of α = 2 is considered with the help of inclusion-exclusion
principle. One shows that any directed acyclic multi-graph with no cyclic
paths has at least one vertex with in-degree equal to zero (such vertices are
so-called out-points [15]).
Take α ∈ N and a graph α-DAG with n ∈ N nodes. Denote byXi a family
of α-DAGs, such that i-th point is an out-point for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore
Aα(n) = |
⋃n
i=1Xi| and from inclusion-exclusion principle
Aα(n) =
∣∣∣∣∣
n⋃
i=1
Xi
∣∣∣∣∣ =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
∑
1≤b1<...<bk≤n
|Xb1 ∩ ... ∩Xbk |
Let us consider the number k ∈ [n] of out-points. We can label them
on
(
n
k
)
ways. Next, there are αk(n−k) possibilities to eventually create α-
multiple edges from these k points to the rest (n− k) ones for which we can
create Aα(n − k) α-DAGs, thus
∑
1≤b1<...<bk≤n
|Xb1 ∩ ... ∩Xbk | =
(
n
k
)
αk(n−k) ·Aα(n− k)
Therefore
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Aα(n) =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
(
n
k
)
αk(n−k) · Aα(n− k)
and according to Corollary 1
Aα(n) =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
(
n
k
)
N(α)
· Aα(n − k)
Hence the thesis 
Fact 2 Let F -cobweb admissible sequence be given. Then an inversion for-
mula for F -nomial coefficients derived in [4] is of the form
(
n
k
)−1
F
=
(
n
k
)
F
(
n− k
0
)−1
F
,
(
n
n
)−1
F
= 1
(
n
0
)−1
F
=
k∑
s=1
(−1)s
∑
k1+...+ks=n
k1,...,ks≥1
(
n
k1, k2, ..., ks
)
F
(13)
Here is the inversion matrix M−1 ≡
(
i
j
)−1
F
of matrix M from previous
section example i.e. for F = N(2).
M =


1
−1 1
3 −4 1
−25 36 −12 1
543 −800 288 −32 1
−29281 43440 −16000 1920 −80 1
3781503 −5621952 2085120 −256000 11520 −192 1


Theorem 1 Let F be a cobweb tiling sequence F = N(α) ∈ Tλ, such that
1F = 1 and let Aα(n) denotes the number of labeled acyclic α-multi digraphs
with n vertices. Then for n ∈ N
Aα(n) = (−1)
n
(
n
0
)−1
F
=
∣∣∣∣∣
(
n
0
)−1
F
∣∣∣∣∣ (14)
where Aα(0) = 1 and
(
n
k
)−1
F
stays for an inversion matrix of F -nomial coef-
ficients.
Proof. Take any n ∈ N. If Lemma 1 is taken into account, then
Aα(n) =
∑
1≤k1≤n
(−1)k1+1
(
n
k1
)
F
· Aα(n− k1)
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While expanding the above we set new sums’ variables as k1, k2, ..., kn and
there are at the most n variables ks with each of them equal one, according
to the conditions k1 + ...+ kn = n, with ki ≥ 0
Aα(n) =
n∑
k1=1
(−1)k1+1
(
n
k1
)
F
n−k1∑
k2=1
(−1)k2+1
(
n− k1
k2
)
F
· · ·
· · ·
n−k1−...−kn−1∑
kn=1
(−1)kn+1
(
n− k1 − ...− kn−1
kn
)
F
· Aα(0) (15)
and consequently
Aα(n) =
∑
I
(−1)k1+k2+...+kn+S
(
n
k1, k2, ..., kn
)
F
where S is the number of variables k1, k2, ..., kn with positive value and
I =


0≤k1≤n
0≤k2≤n−k1
...
0≤kn≤n−k1−...−kn−1
Now, let us rearrange the sum into two summations as follows
Aα(n) =
n∑
s=1
(−1)s
∑
k1+...+ks=n
k1,...,ks≥1
(−1)n
(
n
k1, ..., ks
)
F
= (−1)n
(
n
0
)−1
F
The value of Aα(n) is positive for any natural n, hence the thesis 
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